Abstract. When a plane detonation propagating through an explosive comes into contact with a bounding explosive, different types of diffraction patterns, which may result in the transmission of a detonation into the bounding mixture, are observed. The nature of these diffraction patterns and the mode of detonation transmission depend on the properties of the primary and bounding explosives. An experimental and analytical study of such diffractions, which are fundamental to many explosive applications, has been conducted in a two channel shock tube, using H2-O2 mixtures of diffi~rent equivalence ratios as the primary and bounding or secondary explosive. The combination of mixtures was varied from rich primary / lean secondary to lean primary / rich secondary since the nature of the diffraction was found to depend on whether the Chapman-Jouguet velocity of the primary mixture, Dp, was greater than or less than that of the secondary mixture, Ds. Schlieren framing photographs of the different diffraction patterns were obtained and used to measure shock and oblique detonation wave angles and velocities for the different diffraction patterns, and these were compared with the results of a steady-state shock-polar solution of the diffraction problem. Two basic types of diffraction and modes of detonation reinitiation were observed. When Dp > Ds, an oblique shock connecting the primary detonation to an oblique detonation in the secondary mixture was observed. With ])p < Ds, two modes of reinitiation were observed. In some cases, ignition occurs behind the Mach reflection of the :shock wave, which is transmitted into the secondary mixture when the primary detonation first comes into contact with it, from the walls of the shock tube. In ether cases, a del:onation is initiated in the secondary mixture when the reflected shock crosses the contact surface behind the incident detonation. These observed modes of Mach stem and contact surface ignition have also been observed in numerical simulations of layered detonation interactions, as has the combined oblique-shock oblique-detonation configuration when Dp > Ds. When Dp > Ds, the primary wave acts like a wedge moving into the secondary mixture with velocity Dp after steady state has been reached, a configuration which also arises in oblique-detonation ramjets and hypervelocity drivers.
Introduction
The refraction of a detonation propagating through a primary layer of gaseous explosive by a secondary bounding explosive or inert gas is of fundamental importance to many aspects of the propagation of detonations and reactive shock waves, and is the subject of this paper. This is the process which occurs when a detonation propagates from a detonation tube into a larger or unbounded medium, and the critical question is then whether or not the detonation will reignite and continue to propagate. This type of interaction is also involved in the propagation of detonations in layered explosives and represents many aspects of the propagation of detonations or reactive shocks past obstacles. In some cases, during this interaction, the primary detonation generates the equivalent of a wedge moving at high speed, resulting in the generation of oblique detonations in the bounding explosive similar to those which occur in oblique-detonation ramjets and hypervelocity drivers.
There have been a number of studies of this refraction process. Using nonreactive bounding mixtures, Sommers (1961) and Dabora (1963) studied the influence of a compressible boundary on the propagation of a detonation. Liu et al (1988) investigated the same interaction, but with an explosive as the bounding gas. An early shock-tube investigation and shock-polar analysis of such refractions was carried out by Gvozdeva (1961) and Gvozdeva and Predvoditeleva (1969) . A shock-polar solution of this layered refraction was used by Liou (1986) to draw maps outlining different interaction regimes. Dabora et al (1991) used a layered shock-tube facility in which the primary gas and the secondary gas were separated by a mylar membrane in order to study oblique detonations at hypersonic velocities. Numerical simulations of detonation transmission into explosive or inert bounding layers have been carried out by Oran et al (1992) . Observed wave structures resulting from these interactions were reproduced in these simulations, and ignition and quenching mechanisms were identified. The above studies showed that the nature of the refraction of the primary detonation wave by a bounding explosive mixture depended on whether the Chapman-Jouguet velocity of the primary mixture, Dp, was greater or less than that of the secondary mixture, Ds.
This paper presents the results of experiments carried out in a layered shock-tube, designed to study the interaction between explosive layers, with combinations of H2-O2 mixtures varying from a lean primary and rich secondary to rich primary and lean secondary mixtures. High-speed Schlieren framing photographs of the interactions were used to identify characteristic wave configurations and to measure the transmitted wave angles and wave speeds as a function of time. The propagation speeds of the primary and secondary waves were compared with the theoretical ChapmanJouguet speeds computed using the Gordon-MacBride code (1971) . The observed wave angles were compared to angles computed using steady-state shock-polar solutions. Two distinct modes of detonation ignition in the secondary mixture were observed when the primary explosive is lean, so that Dp < Ds. Oblique detonations are generated in the secondary mixture when the primary mixture is the richer one, so that Dp > Ds.
The layered shock-tube used to obtain the results described here is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . A detailed description of this facility is presented in other publications (Liu et al 1988) . Two shock tubes, laid horizontally on top of each other, are filled independently with different gas mixtures. The two mixtures come into contact with each other in the test section, where they are no longer separated by a solid wall. Instead, to allow interaction between the two mixtures, but to avoid inter-diffusion, a very thin (50 nm) collodion separating membrane is used, similar to that used by Gvozdeva (1961) and Dabora (1963) . The shock tubes are three meters long upstream of the test section, and have a 1.6 cm square cross sectional area. The test section is 20 cm long which, with the mixtures in use, provides an observation time of about 100 #s.
Schlieren pictures of the interaction are taken with a Cordin 136A high-speed rotating drum camera 9 Pulses of laser light are flashed through the glass test-section windows at 2 #s intervals to obtain a sequence of about 50 At the start of each experiment, a detonation is initiated in the primary explosive at the upstream end of the shock tube. In the .experiments described below, the primary mixture is always in the bottom tube. When the detonation arrives at the test section, the burned gases behind the detonation expand into the secondary mixture, establishing a transmitted wave pattern. The detonation speed and pressure were measured using the instrumentation described above. As shown below, the measured speed of the primary detonation correlates extremely well with the theoretical ChapmanJouguet velocity; ~:he error relative to the computed speed never exceeding 2%. As is typical of detonation measurements, the measured pressures do not correlate as well with computed values, with the error varying between 7 and 16 %
]Mixture characteristics
As. already indicated, experiments were conducted using H2-02 mixtures for both the primary and secondary explosive, with various combinations of 01 and <P2, the primary and secondary equivalence ratios, ranging from lean primary / rich secondary to rich primary / lean secondary, as listed in Table 1 . The equivalence-ratio combinations were chosen so that the overall mixture ratio of the combined primary and secondary explosives was stoichiometric, with the exception of the combination 01/02 = 1.0/.45, which therefore is listed last in Table 1 . The choice of an overall stoichiometric mixture was dictated by the original intent of the investigation, which was to establish the effect of layering on detonation impulse.
The properties of the primary and secondary H2-Oz mixtures are listed in Table 2 . M1 = Dp/ap is the Mach No. of a C-J detonation propagating through the primary mixture, while M2 = Dp/as is the Mach No. of the flow ahead of the transmitted shock or detonation, assuming that the gas moves with the velocity of the primary wave. Here, ap and a.s are the sound speeds in the primary and secondary explosives, and these are listed in Table 1 . Thus, as 01 increases relative to r the CJ velocity Dp and ap, the primary speed of sound, both increase, so that the Mach No. M1 of the primary wave always remains at a value of about 5. However, as ~2 decreases, the speed of sound as in the secondary mixture also decreases, so that the Mach No. M2 increases as is evident from Table 2 . The mixture 01/~2 for which the overall mixture ratio is not stoichiometric does not follow this sequence exactly, and so is listed last. T2n and ~*2n are the temperature and velocity behind a normal shock wave propagating through the secondary explosive at Mach No. M> while 7)0 is the temperature behind an oblique transmitted-shock in the secondary mixture moving with velocity Dp. Past studies have shown that the 82-02 reaction is extremely temperature sensitive, and the induction or ignition delay time provides a measure of this sensitivity. For initial temperatures below 1100 K, a fast or slow reaction can take place depending on where the temperature-pressure coordinates of the mixture lie in relation to the explosive boundaries of the H202 system (Getzinger and Schott 1973 In order to obtain a measure of the sensitivity of the secondary mixture for the experiments described below, the induction time ti and the induction distance d = U2nt i have been computed using the above relation at conditions corresponding to temperature T2n and the velocity Uzn behind a normal shock wave propagating with Mach No. M2 through the secondary mixture, and these are also presented in Table 2. Since there is no guarantee that the White-Moore (1965) relation remains valid at the high values of P2n, these values must be considered as only providing a qualitative indication.
It can be seen that T2n increases as 61 increases relative to 62, so that ti and hence d decrease drastically, with a consequent increase in the sensitivity of the secondary mixture. As will be seen from the experimental results described below, there is a complete change in the nature of the diffraction process and the mechanisms by which a detonation is ignited in the bounding mixture, as 61 increases from lean to rich values. When an oblique shock is transmitted into the bounding mixture, the temperature T2n behind it, which also is presented in Table 2 , is considerably below T2n, so that direct initiation of combustion behind oblique shocks is unlikely.
Steady-state analysis
Assuming that the interaction has reached a steady state, the wave system consisting of the primary detonation wave and the transmitted waves travels horizontally at the speed of the primary detonation. The resultant configuration can, then, be analyzed using shock polars based on a stationary reference frame fixed to the primary detonation. A sketch of a typical refraction pattern is shown in Fig. 2 for the case in which Dp > Ds. Then, the combustion products behind the primary detonation expand through a Prandtl-Meyer wave, while the unburned secondary mixture is compressed by a transmitted wave which may be an oblique shock or detonation. The wave angle/3 of the transmitted wave can be determined by imposing the condition that the pressure and flow angle on the two sides of the slipstream or contact surface, between the expanded and burned primary gas and the shocked or detonated secondary gas, must be equal so that:
To take vibrat:tonal excitation and dissociation into account, the secondary gas is assumed to be ideal on both sides of the transmitted wave, but with different values of the ratios of specific heats k2 and k4. The enthalpies and sound speeds on both sides of the wave are computed with average specific heat ratio;; k2 and k4. The specific heat ratio k2 of the unburned secondary explosive is equal to the isentropic exponent ~'2. When the transmitted wave is a chemicallyfrozen shock, k4 is computed as a function of Cp4, the average specific heat at temperature 2h, computed using the Gordon-McBride code (1971) . When the transmitted wave is an oblique detonation, k4 is taken to be equal to 7s4, the ise.ntropic exponent behind a Chapman-Jouguet detonation as determined from the Gordon-MacBride code (1971) . The isentropic exponent is generally not equal to the ratio of specific heats and is defined by the relation:
As; shown by Liou (1986) , this choice for k2 and k4 gives results almost iden~tical to exact detonation polar calculations based on the Gordon-MacBride code (1971) .
Since analytical formulas for the wave angles could not be found, a graphical method of solution based on shock and detonation polars was used. A similar analysis was used by Gvozdeva and Predvoditeleva (1969) . Polar plots for a transmitted frozen shock and for a transmitted oblique detonation were drawn, corresponding to the propagation velocity Dp of the primary detonation. The polar corresponding to a Prandtl-Meyer (P-M) expansion behind the primary detonation was plotted on the same figure. Two typical polar plots are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Figure 3 (a) shows polars for the case in which the primary mixture is rich, with an equivalence ratio 4q = 2.0, while the secondary mixture is lean, with ,92 = 0.57. In this case, the CJ velocity in the primary mixture is greater than that in the secondary mixture, that is ~p ~> D s. From Table 2 it can be seen that the Mach No. M1 = Dp/al = 5.20, while the Mach No. M2 = .Dp/a2 = 7.32, and it is this latter Mach No. which determines the transmitted shock and detonation polars shown in Fig. 3(a) . Figure 3(b) shows polars for the case in which the primary mixture is lean, with an equivalence ratio Ol = 0.45, while the secondary mixture is rich, with o2 = 3.0. The CJ velocity in the primary mixture is now lower than that in I:he secondary mixture and, as evidenced in "Fable 2, the Mach No. M2 is too low for an oblique detonation to exist in the secondary mixture. In this case, polars cant be drawn only for the transmitted and reflected shocks, in addition to the expansion wave behind the primary detonation.
When it exists, the oblique detonation polar always lies inside the corresponding oblique shock polar, but is not closed. The terminal point shown in Fig. 3(a) , labeled CJ, corresponds to a Chapman-Jouguet oblique detonation for which the normal component of the velocity ahead of the waves equals the C-J velocity Ds of the secondary explosive, while the normal component of the velocity downstream of the detonation is sc,nic. A property of the H2-O 2 system is thal the pressure in the C-J plane varies little with the mixture: ratio. This means that, for all possible combinations of primary and secondary mixture ratios, the point labeled CJ in Fig. 3(a) is almost on the same horizontal line as the point labeled 3, but offset from it because of the difference in flow deflections angles at points CJ and 3. But in the marginal case where both primary and secondary mixtures are stoichiometric, the oblique detonation and Prandtl-Meyer expansion polars can, therefore, not cross.
From this it follows that, in the H2-O 2 system, steadystate configurations in which the transmitted wave is an oblique detonation cannot exist even when Dp > Ds; rather, the transmitted wave will be an oblique shock determined by the intersection of the oblique shock polar and PrandtlMeyer polar, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . When Dp > Ds, oblique shocks are generated in the secondary explosive, in fact, as indicated below, the transmitted wave often takes the form of a oblique shock-oblique, detonation-complex, as discussed in detail below.
Because of the properties of the H2-O 2 system, the P-M expansion polar always lies below the CJ point of the oblique detonation polar, and there will, then, also be an expansion wave behind any oblique detonations generated in the secondary mixture. As a consequence, the oblique detonation angles computed here for comparison with the measured values always correspond to those of the CJ oblique detonation in the secondary explosive. A detailed analysis of a wide range of steady-state interaction configurations based on the shock polar analysis described above has been presented by Liou (1986) .
Once the solution for the transmitted wave is determined, it is possible to draw a polar for the reflected shock required to align the flow with the top wall of the secondary channel. In the case of regular reflection, the reflected shock angle is found at the point where the reflected shock polar crosses the ordinate axis and there is zero absolute flow deflection with regard to the wall, as shown by point 6 in Fig. 3(a) . When, as in Fig. 3(b) , the reflected shock polar does not cross the ordinate axis, the detachment criterion dictates thai a Mach stem is to be expected at the top wall.
Experimental results
Experimental results for a number of the mixture combinations listed in Table 2 are described in detail below. For each case, a sequence of Schlieren framing photographs is presented, showing the evolution of the diffraction with time. Each photograph is accompanied by an explanatory sketch. On the photographs, the waves propagate from left to right, and, as already indicated above, the primary mixture is always on the bottom. In each case, the observed velocities and wave angles are compared with those computed using the steady-state analysis described above.
Lean primar 3, / rich secondam'
Direct ignition of the secondary mixture was not observed with this combination of mixtures, as is to be expected from the discussion of t~ and d above. The secondary mixture ignites either behind the Mach stem resulting from the reflection of the transmitted shock from the top wall of the test section, or along the slipstream or contact surface (shown in Fig. 2) , after the slipstream crosses the reflection of the transmitted oblique shock.
Mach stem ignition was observed in the case where ol = 0.45 and 0~ = 3.0, for which selected framing photos at different values of elapsed time are shown in Fig. 4 . At the beginning of the interaction, a blast bubble or wave attached to the primary detonation, which is not shown in Fig.4 , propagates into the secondary mixture. As it propagates, this blast wave evolves into an oblique shock which may have a kink o~" slight discontinuity in slope, as shown in the frame for 11.1 #s. Above this kink the wave can be either curved or straight with a larger slope than the lower segment. An obliqt~e density discontinuity, which is probably the slipstream separating the combustion products behind the primary wave and the unburned secondary mixture behind the oblique shock, can be observed between this oblique shock and the lower channel at t = 11.1, 24.4, and 37.6 #s. This discontinuity splits into two branches at approximately the middle of the secondary region, for reasons which are not entirely clear. This split could, conceivably, be a result of lhe fact that the experiment is not truly two-dimensional. Bul this second density front also could be caused by reaction within the secondary explosive between the oblique shock and the slipsfream.
The transmitted oblique shock angle is such that Mach reflection is obserw,~d at the upper test section wall at 24.4 ,us. The reflected shock can be seen to intersect the two branches of the density discontinuity at 24.4 and 37.6 #s. The lower branch of this discontinuity disappears between 37.6 and 50.9 #s, just after it has been turned by the reflected shock. The upper branch of the density front is deflected downward by the reflected shock and remains visible until it runs almost parallel to the top wall and intersects with it at 50.9 #s. At 24.4 arid 37.6 #s, the upper wall, the reflected shock, and the upper branch of the density front bound a reg,:on where the many changes in contrast on the Schlieren photographs imply that there are strong density variations in this region. It c~4n be argued that the part of the upper branch of the density front outside the reflected shock marks the limit between shocked and burning secondary gas.
When combustion appears behind it, at 37.6 #s, the Mach stern starts growing at an accelerated rate. The overall configuration is the same as at 24.4 #s, but the Mach stem is much bigger than before and a straight contact surface parallel to and behind it, which is probably a combustion front, has appeared. The combustion region between the wall and the upper branch or the density front behind the reflected shock is still fairly thick and extends a long way towards the wall. As the Math stem continues to grow, the combustion region behind the reflected shock shrinks (50.9/is). At 57.9/~s, the vertical contact surface is still at some distance behind the Mach stem and does not appear to be coupled to it. Finally, as shown in the last sketch in Fig. 4 , the Mach stem, which is very close to or may actually be a plane detonation, overtakes the primary detonation wave. The secondary detonation then takes the lead, as is to be expected since D~ > Dp, and what was originally the planar primary detonation evolves into a combination of oblique and planar detonations. A complete picture of this type of transition is shown in Fig. 6 for ~5j/c~2 = 0.6/1.86 and is discussed in 
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35, a Computed and measured wave velocities are compared in Fig. 5(a) . It can be seen that, initially, the measured value of the primary wave velocity Vp is greater than the computed CJ velocity Dp, but then stabilizes around the theoretical value 9 Based on data from Ben-Dot (1978) and Lee (1984) from non-stationary shock-diffraction experiments in a diatomic ideal gas with an oblique shock angle of 45 degrees, which is about the value observed here, it is to be expected that Mach reflection will occur. Using the triple-point trajectory angle obtained from this data, the Math stem speed should be about 2500 m/s when the detonation travels at l:~ = 2400 m/s. The measured Mach stem velocity VMs was greater than this value, but lower than the CJ velocity D~ of the secondary mixture. This suggests that there was combustion behind the Mach stem but not transition to detonation, as was to be expected because of the large distance between the contact surface and the Mach stem observed at 57.5/~s. Figure 5 (c) shows measured and computed velocities for 01/02 = 0.5/2.5, and, here, it can be seen that the Mach Stem velocity VMs accelerates from the primary detonation velocity Dp to the secondary velocity Ds, at an elapsed time of about 45 #s. This suggests that transition of the Mach stem to a full-fledged detonation has occurred. This no doubt reflects the increase of T2. from 792 K for 01/.02 = 0.45/3.0 to 900 K for 091/02 = 0.5/2.5, with a resultant increase in the sensitivity of the secondary mixture.
Measured oblique-shock angles in the secondary mixture and values computed using the observed primary wave speed l/p and the primary CJ velocity Dp are shown in Fig. 5(b) . The shock angles computed using Vp and Dp are in good agreement with the measured values. From the steady-state calculations, the deflection angle of the slipstream or contact surface was found to be 26 ~ which corresponds to the angle of the lower branch of the density discontinuity in the framing photographs. This confinns that this branch is, in all likelihood, the boundary between the burned primary combustion products and the unburned secondary explosive.
The calculated gas temperature behind the transmitted oblique shock is 551 K, while the temperature behind a normal frozen shock traveling in the secondary mixture at the primary CJ speed Dp of 2257 m/s is 792 K (Table 2 ). These relatively low temperatures explain why direct or violent ignition immediately behind the transmitted shock or Math stem does not occur in this run. 
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10. The results for O1 = 0.5 and 02 = 2.5 are similar to those described above and are not shown here. A Mach reflection of the transmitted oblique shock again occurs at the upper wall. Now, however, the Mach No. M2 relative to the oblique shock has increased from 3.04 to 3.3, and the normal and oblique shock temperatures Tzn and T2o have increased from 792 K and 551 K to 900 K and 565 K. The mixture behind the Mach stem is, consequently, much more sensitive. As a result, the vertical reaction front described above and the Mach stem rapidly become coupled, and, after an elapsed time of about 50 ~s, the Mach stem velocity jumps from Dp to Ds, the secondary CJ velocity. The Mach stem has clearly become a detonation propagating at the secondary CJ velocity, and rapidly overtakes the primary detonation. The ignition which initiates this process seems to occur at the point where the reflected shock crosses the contact surface or slipstream behind the transmitted oblique shock. This mode of ignition is definitely involved in the case 01/02 = 0.6/1.86, which is now discussed in detail.
Framing photos for Ol = 0.6 and ~2 = 1.86 are shown in Fig. 6 . The angle of the transmitted oblique shock is now too small for Mach reflection to occur, as is evident at 26.2 #s. Instead of slow combustion behind the Mach stem, as in the former cases, explosive ignition takes place at 32.8 #s behind the reflected shock, where the upper branch of the density discontinui~ty or contact surface crosses the reflection of the transmitted shock. This mode of ignition has also been observed in numerical simulations of reflected shock ignition by Jones at al (1995) . The resulting blast wave overtakes the: reflected shock, causing it to steepen, and a "Blast Mach 2~5 stem" appears. Usually, as at 39.45 #s, this Mach stem has clearly developed into a planar detonation. At 56 fLs, the Mach stem detonation has overtaken the primary detonation, as in the case for 01/02 = 0.5/2.5 described above.
The measured primary wave speed ~, shown in Fig. 7(a) , is almost identical with Dp. The early ignition of the Mach stem in the secondary mixture is evident and its velocity VMs rapidly approaches Ds, the secondary CJ speed. The primary detonation velocity is not affected by the explosion in the secondary mixture. The measured and computed oblique shock angles, shown in Fig. 7(b) , are in excellent agreement.
Halfway through the run, at about 50 #s, the secondary detonation takes the lead, so that the diffraction actually shifts from lean-rich to rich-lean and the primary mixture on the bottom takes on the role of the secondary explosive. A combined oblique-shock oblique-detonation wave, which is discussed in more detail below, is then transmitted into the bottom mixture. Oblique shock and detonation angles computed using Ds are compared to measured values in Fig. 7(b) , for t > 50 ~s. The measured oblique-shock angle rapidly approaches the computed value, but remains slightly greater, which correlates well with the fact that the actual speed of the secondary detonation lies somewhat below the CJ value. The oblique detonation angle seems to be converging towards the computed value, from above.
The computed temperature T~_o behind the transmitted oblique shock with a theoretical shock angle of 3 = 38.3 ~ is 591 K and the velocity of the fluid behind the shock is 1977 m/s. Thus, ignition directly behind the transmitted shock is highly unlikely. Behind the reflected shock, the calculated temperature is 915 K and the velocity is 1281 m/s. This combination of high speed and relatively low temperature explains why ignition occurs at a considerable distance from the reflected shock and why the reaction front does not instantly couple with the shock to form a detonation. Rather, the explosion at the intersection of the reflected shock and the contact surface generates a blast wave that strengthens the reflected shock; a Mach stem then develops, and fast reaction can take place behind the reflected shock and the Mach stem, where the induction distance d is of the order of 0.75 mm ( Table 2) . The secondary mixture, therefore, appears to ignite after the shocked secondary gas is heated by contact or mixing with the primary burned gas at the contact surface and, subsequently, passes through the reflected shock.
Stoichiometric prima O, /stoichiometric secondary
The diffraction which occurs when both the primary and the secondary mixtures are stoichiometric is shown in Fig. 8 . The secondary mixture is directly ignited behind the blast bubble generated by the primary mixture. A curved oblique detonation is established (12.92 fLs), which steepens and has become a planar detonation at 30.23 its. By the end of the run two planar detonations in both channels run side by side (54.03 #s) and, essentially, form a single detonation. The measured wave speeds compare very well with the CJ speed of the mixture (Fig. 9(a) ) and the transmitted wave angle slowly approaches 90 degrees (Fig. 9(b) ). 
Rich primary / lean secondary
The Mach No. M2 in the secondary mixture is now (Table 2) significantly higher than the Mach No. M1 in the primary mixture. As a result, the nature of the diffraction and ignition in the secondary mixture is strikingly different from that observed when the primary mixture is lean.
The sketches and Schlieren framing photographs of the diffraction patterns when ~1/~2 = 1.0/0.45 are shown in Fig. 10 . Direct ignition behind the transmitted oblique shock was observed in all but two runs for this mixture combination. When direct ignition occurs, the flame front behind the blast wave, instead of detaching from the leading shock as in the lean / rich cases, now remains coupled to the shock, as is evident at 12.6 #s. The blast-bubble front has a wavy appearance, suggesting the possible presence of localized micro explosions. By the time this expanding bubble reaches the upper wall, at 15 #s, transition to an oblique detonation has started. This oblique detonation does not intersect " the primary detonation directly, but is connected to it by a short oblique shock segment. This oblique-shock obliquedetonation complex has been observed in many of the rich / k'an experiments and is consistent with the shock-polar analysis discussed above.
By 22.2 #s Mach reflection of the oblique detonation from the upper wall! is clearly visible, and a triple point has formed at the inter,;ection of the transmitted oblique shock and the oblique detonation from which a shock is reflected back into the primary mixture. The oblique detonation is connected to this triple point by a small shock segment normal to the direction of propagation, and a slight uncoupling of the reaction fronl: appears to occur there.
In the absence of direct ignition for 01/02 = 1.0/0.45, a case which is not shown here, an oblique shock is transmitted into the secondary mixture. As in the lean / rich cases, ignition, then, occurs at the intersection of the reflected shock and the contact surface. The Mach stem at the upper surlace: then accelerates to becomes a plane detonation. The length of this Mach stem is small compared to the size of the oblique shock and appears to remain constant.
Wave speeds and angles are shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b) for a run in which direct initiation was observed. With direct initiation, Vp, the measured speed of the primary wave, decreases slightly during the run. The measured values of the oblique detonation angles are always somewhat above the ,computed value during the period of observation but do approach the theoretical value toward the end. This result is consistent with the fact that the measured primary veIocily Vp < Dp, the theoretical value. The oblique shock angle oscillates between 28 and 30 degrees, which correlates very well with the angles measured in the two runs for which direct ignition was not observed. The measured angle is slightly greater than the calculated value, again consistent with lip < Dp.
The computed temperature 120 behind the transmitted oblique shock for 01/,o2 = 1.0/0.45 is 698 K (Table 2) and the velocity is 2500 m/s. Behind a normal shock wave traveling at Dp = 2841.5 m/s, the temperature 7), = 2414 K, the gas speed is 709 m/s, and the induction time is 0.02 #s. These results explain why direct initiation is possible for this equivalence ratio combination.
The framing sequence for 01/O2 = 1.5/0.7 is shown in Fig. 12 . The secondary mixture is now ignited before the blast bubble reaches the top wall. Shortly thereafter, the oblique-shock oblique-detonation complex described above is established, and this basic configuration does not change throughout the rest of the run, 32.8 #s < ~ < 56.6 tzs. The behavior at the triple point where the oblique shock and detonation meet is similar to that described above. A Mach stem, whose length remains constant, develops at the upper wall. As can be seen from Fig. 13(a) , the speed I;~ of the primary detonation and VMs, that of the Mach stern, are approximately equal and slightly below Dp, the CJ speed o[' the primary mixture, and the speeds decrease during the run. From Fig. 13(b) it can be seen that the oblique detonation angle is initially much greater than the computed value but then converges to the computed value toward the end of the run. In both runs, the shock and detonation angles converged to 28-30 ~ and 60-58 ~ respectively.
Experiments also were conducted for 01/02 = 2.0/0.57 but are not reported in detail here. The results were similar to those of the other rich primary / lean secondary experiments.
Conclusions
Experiments were performed in a layered shock-tube, with H2-O2 mixtures of different equivalence ratios in the two explosive layers. The Chapman-Jouguet detonation speed of the primary mixture was increased while that of the secondary mixture was decreased. Measured shock velocities and angles were compared to values computed using steadystate shock and detonation theory.
In the lean primary / rich secondary cases, the primary mixture was not energetic enough for the secondary mixture to ignite directly behind the blast wave transmitted into the secondary explosive. Two modes of detonation ignition were then observed, At the lower values of the primary detonation velocity Dp, an oblique shock was transmitted into the secondary mixture. Although the secondary gas was heated as it passed through the oblique shock, the temperature was too low for ignition. Instead, when the oblique shock angle was such that Mach reflection occurred at the test section top wall, the secondary gas ignited behind the Mach stem. When regular reflection took place, the gas was observed to explode along and behind the reflected shock, where it crossed the density interface behind the oblique shock. As a result of the explosion, a blast wave was generated which steepened the reflected shock, resulting in the formation of a Mach stem behind which combustion occurred. These two modes of ignition also have been observed in numerical experiments with H2-O2-Ar mixtures.
In the rich primary / lean secondary cases, the primary detonation was generally strong enough for the secondary mixture to ignite behind the blast bubble. Direct ignition resulted in the rapid formation of an oblique-shock obliquedetonation wave combination or complex in the secondary mixture. When direct ignition did not take place, the transmitted wave structure consisted of a reactive oblique shock with a Mach detonation reflection at the top wall.
Combined oblique-shock oblique-detonation structures also were encountered in the numerical experiments of Li et al. (1995) , who simulated the flow of an H2-O2-Ar mixture at Mach 8 over a 23 degree angle wedge. In the present layered shock-tube experiments, the slipstream between the burned primary and the shocked secondary mixtures actually acts as a wedge driven past the secondary mixture at the Chapman-Jouguet speed of the primary mixture, which thus parallels the configuration simulated by Li et al. (1995) . An explanation for this combined shock-detonation structure is that the residence time of fluid particles near the leading edge of the wedge is too short for combustion reactions to occur, and that time is sufficient for combustion only further away from the leading edge, where, then, a detonation is possible. Shock-polar analysis also suggests this type of structure.
The accuracy of the two-gamma method in predicting wave patterns depends on how close the observed diffraction is to steady state. Computing the characteristic time to reach steady state as the time it takes for a sound wave to travel from the interface to the top shock tube wall and back, this is found to be 40 to 70 #s. This value actually correlates well with the plots of wave angles versus time, which show that, in many cases, experimental values tend to converge to the calculated ones in elapsed times of this order. In many cases, the steady-state values provide a reasonable estimate of the local properties of the diffraction, although a complete analysis will require appropriate numerical simulations of this complex diffraction process. It is hoped that the results presented here will provide a data base for evaluating such simulations.
